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Course Layout
◦ Introduction

◦ Computer Network Architecture

◦ Enterprise Private Network
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◦ Layered Tasks
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Review on previous lecture:

Data Communication refers to the transfer of data from one device to another 
via some form of transmission medium.

Nodes and links are the basic building blocks in computer networking. 

Client-server architecture: One node act as server and others connected in 
purpose of communicate through the server node

Peer-to-peer architecture: Two or more nodes connected where each node has 
the same capabilities

Two or more networks connected become an internetwork, or internet

The arrangement of nodes and links is called network topology. 



Review on previous lecture:

Transmission means transferring data between two devices. 

Guided transmission media: 
◦ the waves are guided along a physical path

◦ twisted pair cables, coaxial cables, and fiber optic cables

Unguided transmission media 
◦ transmits the electromagnetic waves without using any physical medium

◦ wireless, such as infrared, radio waves, and microwaves

Most optical fiber Internet providers offer speeds up to 100 Gbps

Optical fiber works on the principle of total internal reflection. 
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Review on previous lecture:

Fiber Optical Media Converter is designed for dynamic networks 

Optical network unit (ONU) provides the Gigabit Ethernet service as with 
advanced feature of Media Converter

Note (Video available): 

How to Install a Optical Fiber Splice-On Connector with ANY Fusion Splicer

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9mJZnxjNPo

Terminating Fiber Optic Cable

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKWLCVgkNtM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9mJZnxjNPo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKWLCVgkNtM


Network Device

An individual component of the network 
that participates at one or more of the 
protocol layers

Necessary to build a network and to keep 
communication flowing. 

include hubs, routers, gateways, switches, repeaters, 
wireless access points, Bridge, etc.



Modem
A device that enables a computer to send 
or receive data over telephone or cable 
lines

The data stored on the computer is digital 
whereas a telephone line or cable wire can 
transmit only analog data



Modem
Modem is a combination of two devices − 

Modulator: converts digital data into 
analog data when the data is being sent by 
the computer

Demodulator: converts analog data signals 
into digital data when it is being received 
by the computer.
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Switching
Dedicated circuits

Circuit switching
◦ Telephone switches

establish circuits for communication

Packet switching
◦ Data are put into packets

◦ Each stamped with source and destination
addresses

◦ Routers know where to forward packets

telephone
switch

RouterPacket



Switching Device

Network Switch:
◦ A networking hardware that connects devices on 

a computer network 

◦ use packet switching to receive and forward data 
to the destination

◦ can connect multiple devices and networks to 
expand the LAN



Network Hub

An Ethernet hub, active hub, network hub, 
repeater hub, multiport repeater, or simply 
hub is a network hardware device for 
connecting multiple Ethernet devices 
together and making them act as a single 
network segment.

Hub works at the physical layer and transmits the 
signal to the port

Switch route the information and send it over the 
network



Switching Device

Type of Switch:
◦ LAN Switch: connects wired devices 

such as computers, laptops, routers, 
servers, and printers to a local area 
network (LAN) 

◦ Smart Switch: attempts to give you the 
best internet connection by 
automatically switching to multiple 
providers

◦ PoE Switch: allows compatible devices 
to work in places where power outlets 
or network connections don't exist



Switching Device

Unmanaged Switch
◦ An unmanaged switch allows to immediately 

plug-and-play devices into a network

Managed Switch
◦ a managed switch allows for greater control over it

◦ managed switch supports routing configuration and 
multiple VLAN interfaces



Multilayer switch

◦ A multilayer switch is a computer networking 
device that switches on OSI layer 2 like an 
ordinary network switch and provides extra 
functions on higher OSI layers.

◦ perform the functions of a switch as well as 
that of a router at incredibly fast speeds

◦ both its Layer 2 and Layer 3 capabilities



Typical management features of Switch
◦ Enable and disable ports

◦ Link bandwidth and duplex settings

◦ Quality of service configuration and 
monitoring

◦ MAC filtering and other access control list 
features

◦ Configuration of Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) 
and Shortest Path Bridging (SPB) features

◦ Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) monitoring of device and link health

◦ Port mirroring for monitoring traffic and 
troubleshooting

◦ Link aggregation configuration to set up 
multiple ports for the same connection to 
achieve higher data transfer rates and 
reliability

◦ VLAN configuration and port assignments 
including IEEE 802.1Q tagging

◦ Network Access Control features such as IEEE 
802.1X

◦ IGMP snooping for control of multicast traffic



Routing Device
Router:
◦ a switching device for networks

◦ able to route network packets, based on their addresses
to other networks or devices

◦ Use routing algorithms and make decision to transmit data packets

◦ Types of routers: 

◦ Wired routers

◦ Wireless routers

◦ Core routers

◦ Edge routers 

◦ VPN routers



Routing Device
Note: Available video What Does a Router Do

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVrYEPHexB4

Router serves two primary functions: 

◦ managing traffic between these networks 
by forwarding data packets 
to their intended IP addresses

◦ allowing multiple devices 
to use the same Internet connection.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVrYEPHexB4


Core Router

operates on the same network

transfers large amounts of data at top 
speed

It runs on the backbone of the Internet 

supports the routing protocols used in the 
kernel

can also connect distributed routers from 
multiple large enterprises or community 
locations



Edge Router
located at the boundaries of a network 

distribute packets across multiple networks

keeping communication flowing between several networks

usually connected to the network of an Internet service provider (ISP) 
or other organization



Network Router

◦ can serve either wired or wireless connectivity 
for several end-user devices

◦ Applicable for network interconnection

◦ Uses routing algorithms and Protocols

◦ Have managed interfaces

◦ Able to connect LAN to the Internet

Note: Available video how to setup

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mQvPzJOQEI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mQvPzJOQEI


Access Point (AP)

◦ serves wireless devices, such as phones, laptops and tablets

◦ brings wireless capability to a wired network

◦ operate on existing network

◦ AP Controller: 

◦ a software-based AP management tool 

◦ built into all Balance and selected MAX routers

◦ allows users to manage the entire 
wireless network from a router



Routing Device
Wireless Repeater:
◦ connects to wireless network wirelessly and 

re-broadcast the signal

◦ helps to boost the wireless signal strength 
where the signal strength is weak

Range Extender:
◦ connects to Wired network through a wired 

connection

◦ helps in extending the home/office network to 
cover more area

◦ boosts the range of existing network wirelessly 
and creates a stronger signal in the poor 
coverage areas



Security Device
Firewall:
◦ a network security device that monitors and 

filters incoming and outgoing network traffic 
based on security policies 

◦ essentially the barrier that sits between a 
private internal network and the public Internet

◦ Different types of firewalls:

◦ packet filtering firewall.

◦ circuit-level gateway.

◦ application-level gateway (aka proxy firewall)

◦ stateful inspection firewall.

◦ next-generation firewall (NGFW)



Network Operating System
RouterOS:
◦ the operating system of RouterBOARD

◦ can also be installed on a PC and will turn it 
into a router with all the necessary features

◦ routing

◦ Firewall

◦ bandwidth management

◦ wireless access point

◦ backhaul link

◦ hotspot gateway

◦ VPN server and more



Networking Software 
◦ Cisco IOS & NX-OS

◦ Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI)

◦ Cisco DNA Software

◦ GUI for Managed Devices



Network Server
a computer program or device that provides a service to another 
computer program and its user, also known as the client. 

In a data center, the physical computer that a server program 
runs on is also frequently referred to as a server.



Server Rack Cabinets
◦ A rack unit (abbreviated as U) is a unit of 

measurement applied to equipment racks and the 
servers, disk drives and other devices that they 
contain. 

◦ A standard 19-inch server rack cabinet is typically

◦ 42U in height, 

◦ 600 millimetres (24 in) wide, and 

◦ 36 inches (914.40 mm) deep



Media Access Control (MAC) Address
◦ a unique identifier assigned to a network interface controller 

◦ use as a network address in communications within a network segment

◦ In particular, each computer's NIC (network interface card), including a 
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi card or Ethernet card, has an unchanged MAC address 
inserted by the manufacturer at the time of production
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Protocols and Standards

Protocol
◦ A set of rules governing data communications
◦ Syntax: format of data block

◦ Semantics: meaning of each section

◦ Timing: speed and sequencing

Standards
◦ De facto (in practice) standards 
 not approved but widely adopted

◦ De jure (in law) standards
 approved by an organization



Layered Tasks
Computer networks are complex systems

Tasks involve varieties of hardware and software 
components, and protocols

Networking task is divided into several subtasks, or layers

Two principles of protocol layering:
◦ For establishing bidirectional communication, 

have to make each layer able to perform two opposite tasks, 
one in each direction.

◦ the two objects under each layer at both sites should be 
identical.
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Internet Layer Model (TCP/IP)

Application Layer

Transport Layer

Network Layer

Data Link Layer

Physical Layer

User

Transmission
Medium

Hardware

Software



Internet Layer Model (TCP/IP Model)
Note: Available video The TCP/IP Model Animation

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Zf203Vmbig

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Zf203Vmbig
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Application Layer

The only layer to interact with user

Responsible for providing services to the user

SMTP HTTP FTP SMTP HTTP FTP

Data

Data H5

Application
Layer

to Transport from Transport

Data H5

Data
Logical communication
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Transport Layer
Responsible for delivery of a message
from one process to another

Duties/services
◦ Port addressing

◦ Segmentation and reassembly

◦ Connection control

◦ Flow control (end-to-end)

◦ Error control (end-to-end)



Transport Layer
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Transport
Layer

Data

Data1 Data2 Data3H4 H4 H4

to Network

Data

Data1 Data2 Data3H4 H4 H4

from Network

(segments)

Process Process … Process Process …

PORT # PORT #
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Network Layer
Responsible for the delivery of packets
from the original source to the destination

Duties/services
◦ Logical addressing

◦ Routing



Network Layer
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Network
Layer

Data

from Transport

to Data Link

Data

to Transport

from Data Link

Data H3 Data H3

(packet)
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Network Layer

Network 1

Network 6

Network 5

1.1 1.2

6.6

6.1

6.3

5.7

5.2

Network 3
3.8

3.3
Router

Data 1.15.7

1.1, 1.2, 6.1, 5.7, ... are logical addresses

R1

R3
R2
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Data Link Layer

Responsible for transmitting frames
from one node to the next

Duties/services
◦ Framing

◦ Physical addressing

◦ Flow control (hop-to-hop)

◦ Error control (hop-to-hop)

◦ Access control
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Data Link Layer

Data Link
Layer

Data

from Network

to Physical

Data

to Network

from Physical

Data H2 Data H2

(frame)

T2 T2
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Data Link Layer

3B

A3, 3B, 82, 9F, ... are physical addresses

9F 82 A3

Data 9FT2 A3

Data

H2
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Physical Layer
Responsible for transmitting individual bits
from one node to the next

Duties/services
◦ Physical characteristics of interfaces and media

◦ Representation of bits

◦ Data rate (transmission rate)

◦ Synchronization of bits
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Physical Layer

Physical
Layer

Data

from Data Link to Data Link

Data

01001011 01001011

Transmission medium

(bits)
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The Big Picture

L5 data H5

L4 data H4

L3 data H3

L2 dataT2 H2

0111011010101001010101001

L5 data H5

L4 data H4

L3 data H3

L2 dataT2 H2

0111010101010010101010101

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

Transmission medium
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Internet Model



Internet Model
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Protocol Suites

A set of protocols must be constructed
◦ to ensure that the resulting communication system is 

complete and efficient

Each protocol should handle a part of communication 
not handled by other protocols

How can we guarantee that protocols work well 
together?
◦ Instead of creating each protocol in isolation, protocols are 

designed in complete, cooperative sets called suites or 
families



Layer Protocols Task

Application HTTP, FTP, Telnet, SMTP, ... Provide Application Network 
Interface

Transport TCP, UDP, SCTP, ... Establish End-to-End 
Connection

Network IP (IPv4), IPv6, ICMP, 
IGMP, ...

Addressing And Routing

Data Link Ethernet, Wi-Fi, PPP, ... Media Access

Physical RS-232, DSL, 10Base-T, ... Binary Data Stream

Internet Layer Model (TCP/IP protocol stack)



Internet Layer Model (OSI Model)

Layer Task

Session Establishing, managing and terminating 
connections between applications

Presentation handling differences in
data representation to applications

OSI – Open Systems Interconnection

Developed by the International Standards Organizations  (ISO)

Two additional layers between Application and Transport Layer



Internet Layer Model (OSI Model)
Note: Available video The OSI Model Animation

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6Uoku-M6oY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6Uoku-M6oY


Q & A



Assessment-II
Please go here: 

 https://forms.gle/7PZo8647eXsxRnu39

https://forms.gle/7PZo8647eXsxRnu39

